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The Blueprint July 23rd

The daily blueprint is a daily guide that highlights pattern setups and how
to trade them. It is designed for traders who still want to be a part of the
action but cannot watch the livestream at all times. Instead, traders can
use this blueprint to set alerts at confirmation areas and then look for
entries using the DTR execution strategies. Use this as a starting point and
make each trade your own. Best of luck and happy hunting.

Watchlist Names:

1. SPY - Three Green Soldiers
2. QQQ - Bull flag
3. LYFT - Inside bar inside wedge pattern
4. PYPL - wedge breakout over 310
5. NKE - Bull flag continuation
6. PENN - Three Green Soldiers + inside bar
7. Z - Three Green Soldiers + inside bar (possible swing)
8. GS - Inside bar inside wedge pattern
9. ASAN - Three Green Soldiers and 30 min cup and handle
10. AVGO - Three green soldiers and inside bar

DISCLAIMER - There is a very high degree of risk involved in trading. Past results are not indicative of future returns. DTRTrading.com
and all individuals affiliated with this site assume no responsibility for your trading and investment results. All the information presented
including any live streams, tweets,  and all other features are for educational purposes only and should not be used  as investment
advice. Always apply your own due diligence to any trade.
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$SPY

Setup: Three Green Soldiers under ATH

Confirmation: break above 436.75

Execution: 436c or 435c

$SPY is setting up a three green soldiers pattern. A break above ATH at
436.75 opens the door for continuation above 437 toward 440. Could gap
up after strong tech earnings. PMI data at 9:45 est shouldn’t act as a major
obstacle. Preference is for a low vol pull back or inside bar on the daily
chart before a breakout.

Other Key Breakout Zones

Bullish
434.80, 436.05, 436.75, 438, 440
Bearish
432.30, 430.75, 429.50, 427.50, 423.40

DISCLAIMER - There is a very high degree of risk involved in trading. Past results are not indicative of future returns. DTRTrading.com
and all individuals affiliated with this site assume no responsibility for your trading and investment results. All the information presented
including any live streams, tweets,  and all other features are for educational purposes only and should not be used  as investment
advice. Always apply your own due diligence to any trade.
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$QQQ

Setup: Bull Flag + Three Green Soldiers under ATH

Confirmation: break above 365.55

Execution: 365c or 366c

$QQQ is setting up a three green soldiers pattern after a not so perfect bull
flag. The combination of patterns stacks up bullish signals. A break above
ATH at 365.55 opens the door for continuation towards 370. Could gap up
after strong tech earnings. If so, look for a full body close, low vol pull back,
etc before entry. PMI data at 9:45 est shouldn’t act as a major obstacle.

Other Key Breakout Zones

Bullish
365.55, 367, 370, 372
Bearish
361.60, 360, 357.55 (I don’t want to fight against the 3gs pattern)

DISCLAIMER - There is a very high degree of risk involved in trading. Past results are not indicative of future returns. DTRTrading.com
and all individuals affiliated with this site assume no responsibility for your trading and investment results. All the information presented
including any live streams, tweets,  and all other features are for educational purposes only and should not be used  as investment
advice. Always apply your own due diligence to any trade.
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$LYFT

Setup: Inside Bar Breakout

Confirmation: break above 56.15

Execution: 55c next week

$LYFT is setting up an inside bar breakout or breakdown inside a wedge
pattern. Preference is for the reversal off of the red hammer on July 19th to
continue and to play breaks to the upside. Over 56.15 has room towards 57,
and then 57.75. The options might be thin and with limited volume so I
have no interest in playing daily expiration options on this name.

Other Key Breakout Zones

Bullish
56.15, 57, 57.75
Bearish
54.35, 53, 50.72

DISCLAIMER - There is a very high degree of risk involved in trading. Past results are not indicative of future returns. DTRTrading.com
and all individuals affiliated with this site assume no responsibility for your trading and investment results. All the information presented
including any live streams, tweets,  and all other features are for educational purposes only and should not be used  as investment
advice. Always apply your own due diligence to any trade.
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$PYPL

Setup: Three Green Soldiers under ATH

Confirmation: break above 310

Execution: 310c or 315c

$PYPL is setting up a nice ascending wedge breakout under ath. IT really
needs to break over 310 for any continuation upwards. This could play as a
nice lotto on Friday with the 315c if $PYPL can gap up in the AM. $PYPL has
earnings scheduled for the 28th. The impending news could act as a
temporary hurdle for short term continuation.

Other Key Breakout Zones

Bullish
310, 312, 315, 318, 320
Bearish
n/a
DISCLAIMER - There is a very high degree of risk involved in trading. Past results are not indicative of future returns. DTRTrading.com
and all individuals affiliated with this site assume no responsibility for your trading and investment results. All the information presented
including any live streams, tweets,  and all other features are for educational purposes only and should not be used  as investment
advice. Always apply your own due diligence to any trade.
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$NKE

Setup: Bull flag continuation

Confirmation: break and hold above 163.75

Execution: 160c or 165c next week

$NKE is setting up for further continuation of a bull flag after huge
earnings (end of June). $NKE needs to get above and hold 163.75. IT could
get stuck at 165 before moving towards 170. Swings towards 170 could be
interesting as a roll up. Watch the option volume on any calls. 1k starting
point.

Other Key Breakout Zones

Bullish
163.75, 165, 170, 175
Bearish
160.90, 159.90, 156.70
DISCLAIMER - There is a very high degree of risk involved in trading. Past results are not indicative of future returns. DTRTrading.com
and all individuals affiliated with this site assume no responsibility for your trading and investment results. All the information presented
including any live streams, tweets,  and all other features are for educational purposes only and should not be used  as investment
advice. Always apply your own due diligence to any trade.
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$PENN

Setup: Three Green Soldiers and Inside Bar

Confirmation: break above 75

Execution: 75c

$PENN is setting up a three green soldiers pattern with an inside bar as a
possible reversal play. A break above 75 opens the door for a move towards
85. This could set up a nice swing play if the option volume is poor. Target 1
month out option contracts in the 80 strike range. Above 75 $PENN finds
resistance at 77, 80 (key), 84, and 85. Could play inside bar bearish
breakdowns but I prefer plays that support the bullish thesis.

Other Key Breakout Zones

Bullish
75, 77, 80, 84, 85
Bearish
69.90, 67.30, 63.50
DISCLAIMER - There is a very high degree of risk involved in trading. Past results are not indicative of future returns. DTRTrading.com
and all individuals affiliated with this site assume no responsibility for your trading and investment results. All the information presented
including any live streams, tweets,  and all other features are for educational purposes only and should not be used  as investment
advice. Always apply your own due diligence to any trade.
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$Z

Setup: Three Green Soldiers and inside bar

Confirmation: break above 112.75

Execution: 110c or 115c next month

$Z is setting up a three green soldiers pattern followed by a clean inside
bar. A break above 112.75 moves towards 114.35 and then 116. This looks like
an interesting swing play going into earnings on August 5th. I want to play
the run up to the news anticipating a bit of a boom in an online real estate
company during a housing boom.

Other Key Breakout Zones

Bullish
112.75, 114.50, 117, 120, 125,
Bearish
109.75, 108, 106.60, 104.33

DISCLAIMER - There is a very high degree of risk involved in trading. Past results are not indicative of future returns. DTRTrading.com
and all individuals affiliated with this site assume no responsibility for your trading and investment results. All the information presented
including any live streams, tweets,  and all other features are for educational purposes only and should not be used  as investment
advice. Always apply your own due diligence to any trade.
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$GS

Setup: Inside Bar inside a wedge

Confirmation: break above 375.10

Execution: 375c or 374c or 385c next month

$GS is setting up an inside bar breakout inside of a longer term wedge
pattern. A break above 375.10 has room towards 378.80 and then 380. This
looks interesting as a possible swing with the 385c one month out. The
thesis for the swing trade is seeing if the inside bar can act as a catalyst for
the wedge breakout. Starter position size only on any swing trade.

Other Key Breakout Zones

Bullish
375.10, 378.80, 380, 381.66
Bearish
368, 364.80, 361.80, 357.22

DISCLAIMER - There is a very high degree of risk involved in trading. Past results are not indicative of future returns. DTRTrading.com
and all individuals affiliated with this site assume no responsibility for your trading and investment results. All the information presented
including any live streams, tweets,  and all other features are for educational purposes only and should not be used  as investment
advice. Always apply your own due diligence to any trade.
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$ASAN

Setup: Bull Flag Breakout Continuation and 30 min cup and handle

Confirmation: break above 74.50

Execution: 70c or 75c

$ASAN is breaking out of its bull flag and looks like it might be ready for
continuation towards 80 dollars. Supporting the daily bull flag breakout is a
cup and candle pattern on the 30 min time frame. Depending on the
option volume this setup might default to next week’s contracts. 75 could
be the last key psych level for a while.

Other Key Breakout Zones

Bullish
74.50, 75, 76, 77, 80
Bearish
70.35, 66.20, 64
DISCLAIMER - There is a very high degree of risk involved in trading. Past results are not indicative of future returns. DTRTrading.com
and all individuals affiliated with this site assume no responsibility for your trading and investment results. All the information presented
including any live streams, tweets,  and all other features are for educational purposes only and should not be used  as investment
advice. Always apply your own due diligence to any trade.
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$AVGO

Setup: Three Green Soldiers and inside bar

Confirmation: break above 481.10

Execution: 480c

$AVGO is setting up a three green soldiers pattern supported by an inside
bar doji low volume pull back. A break over 481.10 has room towards 484.77
and then 490. Above 495 is ath and will move to 500 very quickly. This
could be an interesting swing.

Other Key Breakout Zones

Bullish
481.10, 484.77, 490, 495, 500
Bearish
474.45, 468.35, 463, 460

DISCLAIMER - There is a very high degree of risk involved in trading. Past results are not indicative of future returns. DTRTrading.com
and all individuals affiliated with this site assume no responsibility for your trading and investment results. All the information presented
including any live streams, tweets,  and all other features are for educational purposes only and should not be used  as investment
advice. Always apply your own due diligence to any trade.
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